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Introduction
Like many other small towns in the Ohio
River Valley Region, Sabina faces a series
of challenges. Decline and a changing
global economy make it hard for these
smaller communities to keep pace with
their larger neighbors. It is a rare occurrence when a community is then essentially gifted a major improvement.
With the impending arrival of the Clinton
Fayette Friendship Trail Sabina is poised to
take advantage of the benefits that a
transportation and tourism improvement
like this has to offer. It is the purpose of this
plan then to outline a series of actions to
that the village can take to do the most
with this change.
As seen with the Little Miami River Trail,
communities along these bike routes can
open their doors, embrace the change
and have a positive impetus to address
other issues that have been chronic problems for decades. Places like Yellow
Springs, Milford and Loveland have seen
the arrival of new businesses as a direct
result from trail construction.
Thus, after a period of research that interviewed the entire elected government of
Sabina and a strong contingent of other
key stakeholders in the community, the

planning body responsible for this plan
determined what some of the most important objectives should be for the village to
address moving forward with the arrival of
the trail.
Some of the key findings here included
safety concerns, especially from the abutting railway. Other concerns had to do
with the routing of bicycle traffic through
the community. However, the biggest area
of concern had to do with the appearance of the entire town. Seeing as how
there will be influx of newcomers this is an
especially pertinent area.
It is for this reason that the plan has been
titled the Sabina Trail and Gateway Plan.
By using the trail project as an impetus to
make necessary improvements in key
areas of the town, Sabina can begin to
take some of the steps required to maintain it’s moniker as the Eden of Ohio.

Analysis
Since Sabina is not a crossroads type
nges for
community, one of the key challenges
nt center
the village is establishing a relevant
outes.
that responds to regional travel routes.
There is no question that the main thoroughfare in town in State Routes 22 and 3.
opment
While there is considerable development
along this corridor, including key community functions such as gas stations and a
y center
grocery, the perceived community
st visually
is along Howard Street, and almost
te.
removed from the main travel route.
Future growth and redevelopmentt in
Sabina need to address this fact.
However, the county trail program
m will
provide an interesting opportunity
y to connect the dots, so to speak and reassert
assert
Howard as an important travel corridor.
orridor. By
creating a parallel axis with the state
ate
routes, the trail will be positioned help
draw people through the visual and
nd cultural center of Sabina. Realizing this
his potential benefit is key to Sabina maximizing
aximizing
the benefit of trail construction.
Thus the map at right highlights the routes
and nodes and how they interact. The
concept of edges to center helps us
understand how and where to draw
attention from passers by to benefit
Sabina.
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Analysis
Taking a look at the importance of
Howard Street for a moment, we should
consider how important of a piece the
two blocks between the state routes and
the railroad tracks are. In addition to the
buildings having a consistent and unique
street frontage relative to the rest of the
community, this is the symbolic core of
Sabina.
Some of the key challenges facing this
district are numerous vacancies and
circulation displacement; the main traffic
corridor passes by as opposed to passes
along Howard. The problem with this
arrangement is business visibility. The advantage is that there is a natural bypass
for truck traffic.
On the map at right, the overlaid graphic
shows the route and access points highlighted in blue, the critical nodes marked
with red “x”s and the sight primary sight
lines drawn in yellow. All of these feature
work together to define the user experience on the central portion of Howard
Street. The most critical points to consider
for future plans are the gateway point at
the north and south ends.
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Analysis
The Clinton Fayette Friendship Trail is
coming. This fact has the potential to be a
great stimulus, even a generous gift to
Sabina as it will enhance the village’s
connections to both Wilmington as well as
Washington Courthouse. In fact, it’s relative location approximately half way between the two larger cities makes this
connective corridor all the more important. Sabina has a chance to capitalize
on a public improvement while concurrently investing very little.
The question facing the community is: how
well can Sabina incorporate the trail into
its borders in order to realize all of the
potential benefits?
This question in turn becomes a series of
smaller, more approachable questions
such as: what is the best route? What
features should the village construct in
order to pull trail users into the community?
Where should these features be located?
Finally, what other issues can be addressed simultaneously to allow the town
to adapt as efficiently as possible?

Diagrams courtesy of the Clinton County Comprehensive Tail + Greenway Plan
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Analysis
To explore some of the issues involved with
trail implementation a bit further, the
images at right are excerpts from the
latest draft of the Clinton County Trail and
Greenway Plan. As one can see there will
be guidelines for a number of the elements to be included along the trail, not
just for the trail itself. Sabina will have to
consider that many of these features will
be and should be located within the
village boundaries.
For instance, in the top left are examples
of shelters that could be located along
the trail. Keeping in mind that Sabina will
be a good access point for the trail, especially for it’s own residents, linking an amenity such as this with the trail head is a
solid idea. Additionally, way finding
signage, as seen middle right, would be
good to include at that location.
At the bottom there are examples of
buffering and fencing that have excellent
applications in and around Sabina. Consideration of these will be a must.

Diagrams courtesy of the Clinton County Comprehensive Tail + Greenway Plan
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Analysis
In areas where growth and development
have stagnated, or in areas that have
faced a long term and systemic decline,
the issue of infill is complex. A common
approach is that any new development is
good, no matter what. This is not always
the case. A good infill strategy is important
to preserving and enhancing the most
telling and fundamental aspects of an
area’s identity.
Currently Sabina has four main categories
or zones for understanding infill needs. The
blue area is the iconic center of town.
Even though some of the functions that
once occupied the spaces here have
moved elsewhere, it is still the perceived
heart of the community. The yellow area is
characterized by its relationship to the
Routes 22/3 corridor. There is an extreme
mix of uses and buildings in this area. In
green are the areas that are residential
and primarily single family detached
houses. In red are the more complex use
situations that present challenges to building typology categorization. These areas
also have high visibility once the trail is
implemented.
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Recommendations
Tearing down structures is a common
practice in situations of decline. While a
dilapidated property can be an eyesore
and causally linked to blight, this is not
necessarily the case in all situations. The
loss of a defining building can actually
destabilized a block more than the action
of razing. Tearing down is only a proper
action when an equal or better use is
slated for the property in question.
The map at right can once again be used
for infill strategies. The blue zone at center
boarders Howard Street in the main part
of town and should be considered primarily as a preservation district to pronounce
a sense of place associated with small
town Ohio. In yellow, the Routes 22/3
corridor should respond to the demands
of higher traffic counts and land uses that
are compatible regional traffic. In green
are the primary residential areas where
flexibility is most appropriate to allow for
prospective residents to preserve a minimum density that will foster walkability and
neighborliness in the community. Lastly in
red are the areas that will require special
attention. These areas are specialty uses
that naturally separate themselves from
other activities; a concise strategy for
these areas harder to pinpoint and a case
by case method should be considered.
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Trail Implementation Strategy
Having a node, or a hub for the trail in
Sabina is one of the most critical features
to include. This will serve as the primary
point where the trail users will interact with
the village. Thus certain design features
can maximize the exchange.
Having a shelter has more benefits than
are readily apparent. Not only are there
safety concerns that are met where trail
users can seek cover from inclement
weather, but a resting place that is
shaded on a trail that is primarily out in
open sunlight will be a very appealing
point to take a break from cycling, walking, jogging, etc.
Once trail users have stopped, their eyes
will inevitably wander and they will begin
to really notice Sabina. This is the critical
moment when potential economic development from trail implementation begins
to become a reality. Having an inviting
stopping area is the first point serving as a
welcome mat to the village. Next, proper
signage can help direct the curious into
other parts of Sabina to eat at restaurants,
shop in stores and peruse other community assets such as some of the quality
housing stock. Locating this point at the
intersection with Howard Street pronounces these benefits the most.
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Trail Implementation Strategy
Wayfinding is the primary hindrance for an
e a place. The
outsider to fully experience
urn off from trying
feeling of being lost is a turn
urther outside of
new things of venturing further
one’s immediate comfort zone. For reasons like these it is crucial to have an
age of Sabina
updated guide to the Village
evant places in
that directs people to relevant
town.
Whether it be a precise map or a more
conceptual graphic like the one shown at
right, some sort of large and adaptable
sign should be constructed
ed and maintained to help draw outside
de dollars and
interest into the community.
ity. It is important
that key features are labelled
elled and clear in
order to make this feature
e work.
In the example shown at right, a more
artistic approach has been
en taken with a
representation of the river
er in blue at the
top, key trail paths shown
n in green, and
important routes through the village in
yellow. Each point of interest
erest is marked
with a red dot in its relative
ve position on the
map. In the lower left a list
i t off participating
ti i ti
businesses and services (all shown for
example) that numerically correspond to
the red dots. In the lower right a space for
information about Sabina is allocated.
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Trail Implementation Strategy
Signage
age serves many functions to improve
ace. Proper warning signs are a must
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to make sure that safety is encouraged
ecially in unfamiliar situations. With the
especially
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addition
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m.
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exa
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On the
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type
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oads and trail users alike
aliike understand
situations
tions that they are about
ab
bout to face.
Preparation
alll the difference.
paration can make al
difference
To highlight
ighlight a couple of these,
these,
h
, at the top
p
left is a sign that graphically
ally points out to
cyclists to make sure to cross
ro
oss railroad rails
perpendicularly to avoid catching
a tire in
c
the tracks and falling. At the
th
he middle right is
a “share the road” sign that
ha
at serves as a
reminder to all vehicles that
ha
at bicycle traffic
is allowed on the roadway
ay
y and should be
respected a legal means of
o transportation.
It also serves as a reminder
e to cyclist to
er
obey traffic laws as well.
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Trail Implementation Strategy
In addition
dition to safety related
relate
ed signage, there
any other helpful signs
sig
gns to post that
are many
ake trail usage much
h easier
easier and
will make
ming. Using
U
make Sabina more welco
welcoming.
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appropriatte..
Lastly in
that
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din
ng map at
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a hub sight. The increased
ail
d visibility of
marked
ed
d sites through the community
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unity will
help to
with
o really blend the trail wit
h the comco
munity
y and make the most of this
this benefit.
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Trail Implementation Strategy
There are many features that can really
ally
enhance the experience of a
any outd
door
outdoor
facility. Wh
hen it comes to cycling,
cyc
cling, basic
ba
asic
When
objects su
uch as convenient places
p
o
such
to
secure one’s
one’s bicycle or havin
ng a place
pla
ace to
having
lean a bik
ke next to a seating area can
can
bike
and will make
m
Installin
ng
the user’s day.. Installing
these elements
elem
ments in the appropriate
approp
priate places
places
throughou
ut Sabina will betterr integrate
integra
ate trail
throughout
features with
w the rest of the community
c
commun
nity
and be a pleasant addition for outsiders
outsid
ders
and residents
reside
ents alike.
that
At right are
arre some sketches th
hat give a
pictorial idea
id
dea of what this can
ca
an mean.
mean
n.
the
Perhaps th
he most intriguing iss the drawing
dra
awing
combinain the lower
er left
left. Here we see
e a com
binabina
tion of a number of elements
elementts that are
arre very
compatible.
le. A simple seating
g feature
e such
as a poured
ed concrete bench
benc
ch with an
n
attached bicycle locking feature
feature under
und
der
the shade
e of a tree next to an attractive
attrac
ctive
flower bed
d can be a refreshing
refresh
hing break
brea
ak from
a trail thatt is out in the open
n fields for
fo
or miles
on end.
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Trail Implementation Strategy
In the graphics seen at right are examples
of what could happen along the trail path
in between Howard Street to the East and
College to the West. Currently, the area is
an ambiguous open space and occasional drainage area. There is possibly
more room for improvement here than
anywhere else where the trail will interact
with the village. This is the space that the
most people will see and associate with
the place that is Sabinatown.
Improvements to this space should also be
incredibly easy to make. Since there is little
to no activity there currently, it may even
be one of the places to start making trail
related improvements.
Thus, as seen at the top is a plan view
illustrating a potential arrangement that
includes a managed wetland/drainage
area to account for seasonal flooding.
Shade trees will also be an important
design element to include. An attractive
fence to separate trail users from the
active railroad should also be included to
meet safety concerns. In the lower portion
of the graphic is an elevation illustration
showing potential relationships between
some of these elements to get a feel for
what this space may look like from a
different perspective.
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Trail Implementation Strategy
Maintaining the areas alongside the trail
will be an important task for the village of
Sabina to undertake. Since these areas will
serve as a contact point between the
community and trail users, proper upkeep
will help to sell the community as an appealing place to stop, to visit or to potential reside in or do business in.
Both of the two graphics at right show the
West (top) and East (bottom) sections of
the trail and the related priority maintenance zones. In yellow are the areas that
would most likely be directly maintained
by the village or in conjunction with the
trail commission. This includes the
revamped area on the north side of the
trail shown on the previous page. On the
east side of town, the abutment with the
village and township parks will also be
designated for public sector attention.
The edges shown in the solid green lines
are also of interest in regards to maintenance an upkeep. Private property
owners should be encouraged to show
their property at a certain standard decided by the community. Doing so will
help to maximize any of the potential
benefits of the trail.
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Trail Implementation Strategy
Finally we have a preferred alignments for
routing the trail through Sabina and still
allowing for a through-route alignment. To
coordinate with plans for abutting property owners future use plans, namely those
that would compromise the usefulness
and safety of the trail, this route veers
away from the County plan’s proposal.
Instead of running along the rail corridor,
the trail turns to follow Vine, Elm and
Howard Streets, while the through-route
offers a bike-share option on Mound St.
Advantages of these alignments include
directly bringing trail users through the
community past businesses and historical
sites, and improved safety from industrial
uses, yet allowing through-riders a more
direct alignment as well.
Issues that have required further attention
with the alignment plan revolve around
right of way allocation and travel mode
combination. This plan calls for bike shareways as the carrier of the trail path on
Vine, Elm and Mound Streets. Howard
Street has two alignment options: designated bike lanes or bike shareways. Please
see the following section for plan recommendations on this issue.
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Recommendations
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Land Use Categories
Land use in and around Sabina generally
falls into one of five categories: Residential; Industrial; Highway Commercial; and
Village Commercial.
The aerial photograph on the right shows
the locations of these general land use
categories.
Land Use Categories:
Residential (Green)
The areas shaded green indicate residential land uses in Sabina.
Industrial (Red)
The areas shaded red indicate areas
where most industrial activity is located.
Highway Commercial (Yellow)
The area shaded yellow lines the 22 and 3
corridor, and represents predominantly
commercial uses servicing this route.
Village Commercial (Purple)
The area shaded purple is the core, central business district of downtown Sabina
and represents village commercial uses.
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Downtown Sabina Alignments
Trail Alignment Limitations
-Crossing mainline rail
-Right angle turns
-Residential streets
-Impact to on-street parking availability
-Adjacent land uses (industrial operations)
Trail Alignment Considerations
-Maximize downtown businesses
-Design to maximize compatibility with
adjacent land uses
-Construction standards and engineering
-Bring and direct trail users to services
-Logical route through town for all types
of users
-Sign the route clearly
-Maximize the safety of all users
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On-Street Bikeway Types
Bike Share Way
-Painted bike symbols, signage
-No designated lanes
-No impact to on-street parking
-Used on residential and minor streets
Example in photograph on the right.
For Vine, Elm, and Mound Streets, bike
share ways are recommended. These
streets are mostly residential and do not
observe heavy car traffic.
Bike Lanes
-Minimum of 5’ wide
-Striped lane along with symbols and
signage
-Can be adjacent to parking but is separate from parking
Example on page 19 (next page)
For Howard Street, bike lanes are recommended (see page ). Howard Street has
less demand for on-street parking and
higher levels of car traffic, which would
necessitate a designated bike lane.
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Howard Street Alternatives
Howard Street currently has a 42’ carriage
width and ample room for bike lanes or
share ways.
The top image on the right illustrates
Howard Street with striped bike lanes, and
the bottom image on the right illustrates
bike share ways instead of bike lanes.
Because the on-street parking on the east
side of Howard Street will be removed, the
striped bike lane would be the most preferred method of marking the alignment.
This will clearly identify the pathway of
bike traffic for both travelers in car and
residents accustomed to the east side
parking.
There is a noted concern that the
changes to Howard Street will result in the
loss of on-street parking on the east side
of the street. However, the changes will still
maintain on-street parking on the west
side of Howard, which should more than
accommodate the parking demand on
Howard. As demonstrated by the pictures
to the right, there is limited demand for
on-street parking on Howard Street.
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